ATFAB Minutes 10.18.16
6:30pm - 7:30pm
Attendance:
Chair - Hanna Johnson
Natural Resources - Kaatje Hahn
Agricultural Sciences Natural Sciences - Adam Wilson
Business - Giovany Chavez
CVMBS - Zachary Vaishampayan
Engineering - Michael Quinn
Undeclared Health/Human Sciences - Remy Altman
Graduate Liberal Arts - Rudy Garcia
At Large #1 - Eddie Kendall
At Large #2 6:31pm - President student fee advisory council (PSFAC) yesterday
- Communication with administration about fees (ATFAB, UTFAB, UFFAB, SFRB)
- Groups are allowed to present projects to them for potential funding
- $28M in addl. revenue b/c new increase in students
- Promote collaboration between fee boards
6:35pm - Formal vote on scoring sheet
- Unanimous vote for it
Brief discussion on what exactly a motion is
Review of online voting system for projects
- Adam suggested adding a comments section
6:38pm - Project Proposals Round #2: Bike Share Phasing, Covered Transit, Ski Bus
- Aaron asking his team to make rendering of proposed projects for visualization
- (6:41pm) Bike Sharing:
- Things already implemented:
- 2 Zagster stations ($9,000/station)
- $30/year for all students “free” under 30 mins, then $2/hour
- Locations: LSC SW corner, Education S side

- Things for ATFAB to consider:
- Zagster at residence halls
- Reduce abandoned bikes on campus
- 10 proposed stations
- Branding
- (7:06) Covered Transit
- Universal design between Fort Collins and CSU
- Shelter, Bike Rack, and Trash/Recycling = ~$19,050
- Around the Horn, 32, 33 (Foothills Campus)
- ~15 stops that can use a shelter, +4 on Rampart, ~20-25 total
- Q: Ongoing maintenance? A: trash pickup, minimal, $ from P&T
services budget
- (7:17) Ski Bus
- RamsRoute and Flex are full - ski busses probably will be, too
- CU system is a good model
- Powered by Facebook
- Sponsored by Clif
- $800/trip CSU busses
- ~8 trips ($6,400)
- ~10/student/trip
- Current option is ZipCar
- Work would have to done/planned over summer

